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FastShip is an easy-to-use, yet powerful program for designing hulls, superstructures, appendages, and other marine structures, with
the ability to design fair surfaces quickly and accurately. FastShip's flexibility allows any hullform type to be represented, and hull

features such as bossings, bulbous bows, twin skegs, chines/knuckles, broken sheerlines, and circular bilge turns are readily
incorporated into the model. The program includes a lot of models that can be used as starting points for the projects that you want to

work on. FastShip Features: FastShip is an easy-to-use, yet powerful program for designing hulls, superstructures, appendages, and
other marine structures, with the ability to design fair surfaces quickly and accurately. FastShip's flexibility allows any hullform type
to be represented, and hull features such as bossings, bulbous bows, twin skegs, chines/knuckles, broken sheerlines, and circular bilge
turns are readily incorporated into the model. The program includes a lot of models that can be used as starting points for the projects

that you want to work on. FastShip Features: It was difficult for us to choose the best program for our work in creating the RN's
aircraft carrier Andes. There are so many good programs out there, and we didn't want to settle for just one - we wanted to find a

program that would allow us to create a convincing model of Andes from scratch. And to cut a long story short, we found FastShip
and ended up with a very credible model that really looked like Andes. FastShip is a powerful, highly customizable construction

design program. We used it for a big study we were doing on the Queen Mary, and it proved to be extremely useful, especially for
our engineering model that we had to have built to accompany it. FastShip is easy to use and very simple to learn, yet it allows the
most detail and the most flexibility in creating a model. FastShip allows you to create 2-D models of any subject, whether it be a

ship, a building, a hull, a reef, a shoreline, or anything else. FastShip was designed to allow you to build fast and accurate 3-D models
of these 2-D shapes. We used FastShip for a building study of the Queen Mary and came away with a very convincing model of the

Queen
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A wide variety of macro files are included, allowing you to speedily generate your own hulls and superstructures to a desired degree
of precision. Shiping is a free program for designing, visualizing and editing 3D watertight hulls, superstructures and appendages in
shipyards. The program is very fast, and supports numerous different features and types of appendages and build processes. Users

can create virtually any hull form without the need to build any actual hulls. If you need to create a tank hull in a short time, you can
do this with Shiping. KEYMACRO Description: The key-macro software was developed to aid designers in the field of shipbuilding

in steel and aluminum. It can calculate the deflection of a hull model under a variety of loading conditions. KEYMACRO is a
calculation engine for ship hulls, whose speed has been increased with the addition of the following major new features: Multiple

loadings Extended calculation of curves and surfaces Simulation of service loads Bending/torsion analysis ABSORB is a cross-
platform and cross-platform isometric 3D CAD application. It includes a full set of standard design tools, as well as a powerful
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parametric design tool that lets you quickly create your own models and instantly configure them for a wide variety of applications. V-
Trace is a free parametric CAD design package for 2D (traced or traced + parametric) and 3D (traced or parametric) design. The

interface is very easy to use, and provides you with fast access to all of the features of the software. V-Trace is fully customizable. In
addition to a large number of predefined shapes, user-defined shapes can also be created. Various design tools are available to create
your projects, from simple plates to fully parametric objects. AUTO-ASIST is a freeware program that automatically calculates ship
parts that fit to any required hullform and align to any desired location. The main purpose of the program is to calculate a hull form
for the desired dimensions, and then make any necessary corrections to it to fit it to any specific hullform. AUTO-ASIST uses ship-
specific mathematical equations to provide the most accurate hullform that is compatible with the hullform and locations of the parts

to be calculated. With this, it is possible to design all the parts of the 77a5ca646e
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FastShip is a simple, but powerful, tool for designers and modellers of all levels. This is a powerful tool that is packed with features.
The program has been designed to provide an easy-to-use, yet powerful solution for designing marine structures and their features. A
one-time registration process is required to use the program, so registration is essential. The design and manufacture of a variety of
marine models is possible using FastShip. FastShip is a complex program that is packed with powerful tools, yet as easy to use as a
piece of software for a home user. Features: - Allowed hullform types are available in the program. This includes round, flat,
rectangular, and any shape between a circle and a rectangle. It is also possible to draw a custom hull shape. - The program has a great
deal of flexibility that allows the user to easily design any marine structure. The designer can easily produce a variety of marine
structures in a single project. - The interface is intuitive and easy to use. All the parameters for the model are clearly marked, and are
easy to use. - All the necessary controls for the model are also clearly labeled, and can be easily found. - The designer can easily add
a variety of features to a marine structure, such as amidships pivot fixtures, sliding skegs, outriggers, and mast/boom extensions. The
hull's natural flexibility means that features can be easily added without the need for complex calculations. - The ability to project a
great deal of information about the model is present. This includes a clear illustration of the hull, information about the angle of the
boat's draft and amount of keel weight, information about the boat's center of gravity, and much more. - The program also has the
ability to generate a variety of files that can be read and used by other programs. These include STL and DXF files. - The program is
completely customizable. This includes the navigation of the designer, color schemes, and many other design aspects. - The user's
collection of models can be easily saved in the program's database, so the user can be sure that the program will remember the design
that the user wants. - Files created in the program can be exported in a variety of formats, so the user can easily share the design with
others. - The project file can be easily saved in a format that can be read by other programs. This includes G-Code, which is the file

What's New In FastShip?

FastShip is a programming application designed to help people who want to get into ship modeling. It has a powerful interactive
environment, and it is extremely easy to learn. This program can be used to model ships, rafts, amphibious vehicles, bridges,
catamarans, barges, yachts, small and large aircraft, powerboats, and a variety of other vessels. The kit contains quite a few models to
get started with. FastShip is only a one module program, but it can be expanded into a very powerful and efficient platform for ship
modeling. Where to Buy FastShip is included in the Virtual Modeler for Windows. In the initial purchase, the Virtual Modeler also
includes the base FastShip modeler, the model in Z-Brush, and the standard documentation set. We are currently running a sale for
our lifetime support package for only $65.00. The package includes free upgrades, all future major releases, one year of technical
support, and free phone consulting. We have a free training web site that contains the same training manuals that came with the
original ship modeling program. The information on the site is regularly updated. More information on FastShip is available on our
web site: Using FastShip: You can use FastShip in either the Easy mode, or the Expert mode. The Basic version contains only the
engine that is needed to build one model. The other two versions are used to build models that include more components and more
complex surfaces. As FastShip is very versatile, it can be used to build many types of hulls, including catamarans, barges, amphibious
vehicles, yachts, and ships. It is quite easy to learn this program. If you are a beginner, we suggest that you start by working with the
Easy mode. As FastShip only contains a very basic engine, the results can be quite crude. Working with the Easy mode gives you a
chance to try out the many model features that are found in FastShip. There are many model features in FastShip. Some of these can
be found in the Expert and Advanced versions, but are not included in the Basic version. The following is a list of features that are
not included in the Basic version. Hull Features Bulbous Bows A bulbous bow is a curve on the forward edge of the hull that makes
the hull more aggressive and creates more propulsion. Bossings A bossing is a set of projections that are used for strength and
support purposes. Bossings can be used for deck, keel, structure, and rudder fittings. Circular Bilge Turns A bilge turn is a curved
surface that can be used as the bottom of the
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System Requirements For FastShip:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7, or Windows Vista (32 bit) Processor: 1.8 GHz or faster Memory: 1 GB or more
Storage: 10 MB free hard disk space Input devices: Mouse: required Keyboard: required Headset: optional DirectX®: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband Internet connection Supported video cards: Nvidia® GeForce™ GTX 690/GTX 580, ATI
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